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Abstrat. This paper aims at being a step in the preise lassi�a-

tion of the many NP-omplete problems whih belong to NLIN (non-

deterministi linear time omplexity on random-aess mahines), but

are seemingly not NLIN-omplete. We de�ne the omplexity lass LIN-

LOCAL { the lass of problems linearly reduible to problems de�ned

by Boolean loal onstraints { as well as its planar restrition LIN-

PLAN-LOCAL. We show that both "loal" lasses are rather ompu-

tationally robust and that SAT and PLAN-SAT are omplete in lasses

LIN-LOCAL and LIN-PLAN-LOCAL, respetively. We prove that some

unexpeted problems that involve some seemingly global onstraints are

omplete for those lasses. E.g., VERTEX-COVER and many similar

problems involving ardinality onstraints are LIN-LOCAL-omplete.

Our most striking result is that PLAN-HAMILTON { the planar version

of the Hamiltonian problem { is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL and even is LIN-

PLAN-LOCAL-omplete. Further, sine our linear-time redutions also

turn out to be parsimonious, they yield new DP-ompleteness results for

UNIQUE-PLAN-HAMILTON and UNIQUE-PLAN-VERTEX-COVER.

1 Introdution and Disussion

Sine the publiation of the famous Cook-Levin's theorem, two fundamental

and omplementary questions arise about time omplexity: 1) What are the

onnetions between deterministi time and nondeterministi time? 2) What

is the preise omplexity of usual NP-omplete problems? It seems that any

progress in proving omplexity lower bounds for onrete NP-omplete problems

is onditioned by progress in both questions.

An interesting result onerning Question 1 is the separation result DTIME(n)

6= NTIME(n) by Paul et al. [22℄ for linear time on Turing mahines (TMs). How-

ever, its signi�ane is weakened by the lak of any similar result known for other

general-purpose omputation models suh as Random Aess Mahines (RAMs)

and by the widespread feeling that linear time omplexity on deterministi TMs

is too restritive.

Conerning Question 2, the seond author de�ned and investigated (in a

series of papers [12, 13, 15℄), the lasses DLIN and NLIN of problems whih

are (deterministially, resp. nondeterministially) deided in linear time on a

ertain type of RAM. It was argued [13, 15℄ that DLIN is robust and aptures



the notion of linear time as used in algorithmi design. At least as importantly,

the lass NLIN ontains most of the natural NP-omplete problems, inluding

the 21 problems of [17℄, as asserted in [12, 13℄, and a few of them, e.g., RISA

(Redution of Inompletely Spei�ed Automata [9, 11℄), are also NLIN-omplete

under DTIME(n)-redutions. This implies:

DLIN 6= NLIN i� RISA =2 DLIN, and

RISA =2 DTIME(n); sine DTIME(n) ( NTIME(n) � NLIN.

In ontrast, as argued in [13℄, it is unlikely that SAT is NLIN-omplete be-

ause it an be solved on a RAM by the following algorithm (so alled NSUBLIN

algorithm) that performs O(n) deterministi steps and only O(n= logn) nonde-

terministi steps:

Input: A propositional formula F of m variables p

0

; � � � ; p

m�1

.

(N) Guess an assignment I 2 f0; 1g

m

for p

0

; � � � ; p

m�1

.

(D) Chek that I j= F .

Note that n = length(F ) �

P

i<m

length(p

i

) = 
(m logm) yields omplexity

m = O(n= logn) for Phase (N), and that Phase (D) is performed in determinis-

ti linear time. More generally, many lassial NP-omplete problems, inluding

HAMILTONIAN-CYCLE, VERTEX-COVER, 3COL, et., have similar NSUB-

LIN algorithms. Further, the planar versions of those problems, PLAN-SAT,

PLAN-VERTEX-COVER, et., seem still easier NP-omplete problems sine a

divide-and-onquer strategy based on a planar separator theorem [20℄ an be

applied to solve them in deterministi sub-exponential time 2

O(n

1=2

)

.

In an e�ort to investigate the onjeture DLIN 6= NLIN (seemingly weaker

than P 6= NP), the present paper aims at being a step in the preise lassi�ation

of the many problems whih lie \somewhere below" NLIN. First, it is striking to

observe that a number of problems are linearly equivalent to SAT (e.g., 3COL,

3DM, KERNEL), i.e., are linearly reduible to SAT and onversely, as observed

by several authors [4, 6, 13, 24℄. Seond, logi plays a fundamental role: As

Fagin proved that Existential Seond-Order logi (ESO) on �nite �rst-order

strutures exatly haraterizes NP [7℄, Grandjean et al. [14℄ proved that, on

unary funtional �rst-order strutures (i.e., �nite strutures over a signature

that onsists of relation and funtion symbols of arity � 1), NLIN is exatly

haraterized by the logi ESO(1), that is the set of sentenes of the form:

9

�

f 8x ', where

�

f is a list of relations and funtion symbols of arity � 1 and

' is a quanti�er-free formula. Sine we onjeture that SAT and the NSUBLIN

problems are not NLIN-omplete, we look for a sub-logi of ESO(1) that an

express them. A natural andidate is the set of sentenes of the form:

9

�

U 8x ' ; (1)

where

�

U is a list of unary relation symbols (i.e., set symbols) and ' is a quanti�er-

free formula. Lautemann and Weinzinger [18℄ investigated suh a logi they

denoted Monadi-NLIN and proved that it expresses a number of natural NP-

omplete problems inluding SAT, 3COL and KERNEL, on some kind of ordered



funtional strutures. Formulas (1) are speial Monadi-ESO formulas, and un-

fortunately, it is well-known that this logi an only express \loal" properties.

In ontrast, some easily omputable (DLIN) properties suh as graph onnetiv-

ity annot be de�ned in Monadi-ESO even in the presene of a built-in linear

order [5, 8, 23℄. Lautemann and Weinzinger [18℄ proved similar non-expressibility

results for their logially de�ned lass Monadi-NLIN. So we feel that the set of

problems de�nable by Formulas (1) annot be regarded as a omplexity lass.

We think that any robust sequential time omplexity lass has to be losed un-

der DLIN-redutions, beause, on the one hand the sorting problem belongs to

DLIN as proved in [13℄, and on the other hand we are onvined that DLIN

is the minimal robust lass for sequential time. This justi�es the following def-

inition of the omplexity lass LIN-LOCAL: A loal problem is a set of unary

funtional �rst-order strutures satisfying a sentene of the form (1) that we all

a loal sentene. A deision problem is LIN-LOCAL if it is DLIN-reduible to

some loal problem. The main feature of the lass LIN-LOCAL is its minimal

way to use nondeterminism by restriting it to happen in parallel at the end of

any linear algorithm with an amount of O(1) bits used per element.

A disussion of the notion of loality is required at this point. Any ondition

(S j= 9

�

U 8x ') is heked loally by onsulting, for eah element a of the

struture S, the \olors" of a and of its \neighbors", i.e., the truth values of the

monadi prediates of a; f

0

(a); � � � ; f

k�1

(a), where f

0

; � � � ; f

k�1

are the unary

funtions of S.

1

Note that the \loality" results from the interation of the loal sentene

with the underlying digraph G(S) = (V;E) assoiated to S, that is de�ned by

V = Domain(S) and E = f(x; y) 2 V

2

; 9f

i

f

i

(x) = yg. This graph is out-

degree-bounded. It is natural to try to strengthen loality by adding one or both

of the following semantial onditions over G(S):

(B) Degree-Boundedness: G(S) is degree-bounded. This an be obtained by re-

quiring that eah f

i

be bijetive.

(P) Planarity: G(S) is planar.

2

Regarding ondition (P), we investigate a new omplexity lass, denoted LIN-

PLAN-LOCAL, whih is the lass of deision problems DLIN-reduible to some

planar loal problem, i.e., a loal problem over strutures S whose underlying

digraphs G(S) are planar.

Let us now desribe the main ontributions of this paper. First, we justify the

robustness of our omplexity lasses LIN-LOCAL and LIN-PLAN-LOCAL. Both

are not modi�ed if ondition (B) is required together with several syntatial

restritions on ', suh as the use of at most two funtions and at most one ESO

monadi prediate. That strengthens the signi�ane of the following series of

1

Note that looking only at the immediate neighbors of a is possible beause, as far as

LIN-LOCAL problems are onerned, we an always assume w.l.g. that no funtional

omposition ours in '.

2

We will onfuse a planar graph with one of its possible embeddings. This is justi�ed

by the fat that suh a planar embedding is DLIN-omputable [21℄.



inlusions of \linear lasses" all onjetured to be strit:

DLIN � LIN-PLAN-LOCAL � LIN-LOCAL � NLIN :

One possible argument is that it would be a breakthrough if any of the fol-

lowing known inlusions in Turing Mahine deterministi time lasses ould be

improved:

LIN-PLAN-LOCAL � DTIME(2

O(n

1=2

)

) ;

LIN-LOCAL � DTIME(2

O(n= log n)

) ;

NLIN � DTIME(2

O(n)

) :

Our seond series of ontributions are the proofs that many (planar) NP-

omplete problems are LIN-LOCAL-omplete (resp. LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-ompl-

ete). It is easily proved that SAT (resp. PLAN-SAT) is LIN-LOCAL-omplete

(resp. LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-omplete). In other words, LIN-LOCAL (resp. LIN-

PLAN-LOCAL) is exatly the set of problems DLIN-reduible to SAT (resp.

PLAN-SAT). As a onsequene, the numerous problems linearly equivalent to

SAT (3COL, 3DM, KERNEL, et., see [4℄ for a survey) are also LIN-LOCAL-

omplete, and we an prove that many of their planar restritions are similarly

LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-omplete. The most surprising ontributions of this paper

are about some usual problems mixing loal onditions with seemingly global

(i.e., non-loal) onditions:

{ ardinality onditions in the non-planar ase: problems suh as VERTEX-

COVER; All the ardinality problems are LIN-LOCAL and most of the usual

NP-omplete ardinality problems (e.g., VERTEX-COVER, DOMINATING-

SET, MAX-SAT) are also LIN-LOCAL-omplete.

{ onnetivity onditions in the planar ase: the typial example is HAMIL-

TON.

3

All the many variants of the planar HAMILTON problem are LIN-

PLAN-LOCAL-omplete. In partiular, they are LIN-LOCAL, and hene all

of them have a O(2

O(n

1=2

)

) deterministi algorithm based on [20℄.

By lak of spae, some of these results are presented in tehnial reports [1, 2, 3℄.

The \loality" of PLAN-HAMILTON ontrasts with the onjeture that the

general HAMILTON problem is not LIN-LOCAL. In that diretion, Lautemann

and Weinzinger [18℄ proved that HAMILTON does not belong to their lass

Monadi-NLIN, whih means this problem is not loal even in the presene of

some kind of linear order.

Finally, we observe that all our redutions are not only DLIN-omputable

but also parsimonious. More preisely they state a bijetive DLIN-omputable

orrespondene between the solutions of the involved problems. As a side ef-

fet, this yields some new results about the status of some planar problems in

3

The generi term HAMILTON refers to any of the many variants of the

HAMILTONIAN-GRAPH problem: The input graph may be direted or not, and

degree-bounded or not. We may test the existene of either a Hamiltonian yle or

a Hamiltonian path. In the latter ase, the ends of the path may be �xed or free.



DP.

4

More importantly, the fat that our linear redutions an be made parsi-

monious strengthens our feeling that the LIN-LOCAL-omplete problems (SAT,

VERTEX-COVER, KERNEL, et.) are very losely related to eah other,

The paper is organized as follows: In Set. 2, we de�ne the lasses LIN-

LOCAL and LIN-PLAN-LOCAL and show their robustness. The LIN-LOCAL-

ITY (resp. LIN-PLAN-LOCALITY) of SAT (resp. PLAN-SAT) is also proved in

this setion. Setion 3 is devoted to the LIN-LOCALITY of ardinality problems

and Set. 4 shows the LIN-PLAN-LOCALITY of PLAN-HAMILTON.

2 LIN-LOCAL Problems and SAT

In this setion, we de�ne preisely loal strutures, loal sentenes and our om-

plexity lasses LIN-LOCAL and LIN-PLAN-LOCAL. Moreover, we prove that

those lasses are rather robust under several hanges of their de�nitions and that

SAT and PLAN-SAT are respetively omplete for them.

De�nition 1 (Unary Strutures). A unary struture S = (U ; �) is a �rst-

order struture over a �nite universe U and a signature � = (F ;L), where L is

a list of unary relations L

0

; � � � ; L

p�1

(the labelling prediates), and F is a list

of unary funtions f

0

; � � � ; f

k�1

(the neighborhood funtions).

5

Example 1. The set of undireted graphs (without isolated vertex) an be rep-

resented, e.g., by a set S

G

of unary strutures (U ; �

G

) with �

G

= (F

G

;L

G

),

F

G

= (next; edge) and L

G

= ;, as in Fig. 1. A graph G(V;E) orresponds to a

universe U of 2jEj elements, where eah vertex x 2 V of degree d is represented

by d elements x

1

; � � � ; x

d

2 U linked in a irular list via the funtion next, and

where eah edge (x; y) is represented by a irular list of length two linking two

elements x

i

and y

j

via the funtion edge.

De�nition 2 (Underlying Graph). The underlying digraph of a unary stru-

ture S = (U ; �) with � = (F ;L) is de�ned by G(S) = (V;E), where V = U and

E = f(x; y) 2 V

2

; 9f

i

2 F f

i

(x) = yg. We say that S is planar if G is planar,

i.e., has a planar embedding.

De�nition 3 (Loal Problem, Desription). A loal problem � over a set

S of unary �-strutures is the subset of S de�ned by S 2 � i� S j= 9C 8x ' where

C is a list of unary relation symbols C

0

; � � � ; C

q�1

(the oloring prediates), and

' is a quanti�er-free one-variable (�; C)-formula. The tuple (S; �; C; ') is alled

the desription of the loal problem and is identi�ed to problem �.

De�nition 4 (Planar Loal Problem). A planar loal problem � = (S; �; C; ')

is a loal problem over a set S of planar strutures.

4

A problem is in DP if it is de�ned by the onjuntion of two onditions, one in NP,

and the other one in o-NP.

5

As usual, we onfuse eah relation or funtion symbol and its interpretation. Also,

for onveniene, we shall often view monadi prediates as funtions to f0; 1g.
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Fig. 1. 2COL on graphs and its translation on unary strutures

Example 2. The problem �

2ol

= (S

G

; �

G

; C

2ol

; '

2ol

), where C

2ol

= (Blak)

and '

2ol

is [Blak(x) =) Blak(next(x))℄ ^ [Blak(x) =) :Blak(edge(x))℄,

is the set of �

G

-strutures assoiated to the graph problem 2COL. The prob-

lem �

3ol

= (S

G

; �

G

; C

3ol

; '

3ol

) representing the graph problem 3COL an be

similarly de�ned with C

3ol

= (Red;Green;Blue).

De�nition 5 (Bijetive Desription, Minimal Desription). Let � be a

loal problem of desription (S; C; �; ') with � = (F ;L). � is a bijetive desrip-

tion if S only uses bijetive funtions. � is a minimal desription if the equality

is not used and no funtional omposition ours in ' (i.e., ' is syntatially

restrited to express onditions over the prediates f on x and its immediate

neighborhood) and ' uses a minimal number of symbols: More preisely, at most

one oloring prediate C

0

, at most one labelling prediate L

0

, and at most two

neighborhood funtions f

0

and f

1

.

Example 3. The loal problem (S

G

; �

G

; C

2ol

; '

2ol

) is a minimal bijetive de-

sription. The loal problem (S

G

; �

G

; C

3ol

; '

3ol

) is a bijetive but not minimal

desription, sine it uses three oloring prediate symbols.

As previously argued, loal problems annot represent any onsistent time

omplexity lass if they are not losed under DLIN redutions. This justi�es the

following de�nition:

De�nition 6 (LIN-LOCAL Class). A deision problem � is LIN-LOCAL if

it is DLIN-reduible to a loal problem �

0

. Similarly, � is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL

if it is DLIN-reduible to a planar loal problem �

0

. For onveniene, one says

that any desription of �

0

is also a desription of �.

It is easy to prove that (PLAN-)SAT is LIN-(PLAN)-LOCAL even with a

bijetive (but non-minimal) desription [3℄. It is trikier to prove the stronger

theorem:

Theorem 1. { SAT is LIN-LOCAL and has a minimal bijetive desription.

{ PLAN-SAT is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL and has a minimal bijetive desription.
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Fig. 2. Minimal bijetive desription for (PLAN-)SAT

Proof. We represent any (PLAN-)SAT instane by a (planar) (F ;L)-struture

S where F = (next; link), L = (O), and next, link are bijetions.

{ U = Domain(S) ontains: for eah lause , the two elements T



and F



(the true and false onstants), and for eah ourrene of a variable v in a

lause  , an element a

v;

(the aumulators of the truth values in ) and

two elements p

v;

and n

v;

(meant to represent v and :v in ).

{ The prediate O is mainly the label for ourrenes: It maps all the p

v;

and n

v;

to 1 (true), and maps all the a

v;

to 0 (false). A �rst trik is that it

also maps all the F



to 1 and all the T



to 0.

{ For eah variable v, the funtion next binds all the p

v;

and n

v;

in an alter-

nating direted yle. For eah lause , it also binds T



, all the aumulators

a

v;

and F



in this order in a direted yle.

{ The funtion link mainly binds ourrenes to aumulators: If a variable v

ours positively in a lause  then we de�ne link(p

v;

) = a

v;

, link(a

v;

) =

p

v;

, and the self-loop link(n

v;

) = n

v;

(the symmetri ase happens if v

ours negatively in ). The seond trik is that for eah lause , we de�ne

the 2-yle link(T



) = F



, link(F



) = T



.

The onstrution is learly DLIN-omputable and an be made planarity-preserv-

ing as shown in Fig. 2. The loal formula uses only one olor True whih holds

the truth values of all the p

v;

and n

v;

. For all the T



(resp. F



) it will be shown

to be 1 (resp. 0), and for any aumulator a

v;

it will hold the aumulated

truth-values of the ourrenes linked to all its suessors via funtion next up

to F



. The loal sentene is 9 True 8x:

[O(x) =) (True(next(x))� True(x))℄

^ [:O(x) =) (True(x) () (True(next(x)) _ True(link(x))))℄ :

The �rst onstraint oeres all the n

v;

and p

v;

of a variable v to have opposite

values. Also, sine O(F



) = 1 and next(F



) = T



for any lause , it fores



that F



and T



have opposite values. The seond onstraint implies that, for

eah lause , the value of the prediate True is non-inreasing along the arrows

next from T



to F



(inluding T



beause O(T



) = 0). Sine True(F



) 6=

True(T



) beause of the �rst onstraint, this implies that True(F



) = 0 and

True(T



) = 1. This also means that True(T



), whih aumulates the truth-

value of the �nal ourrene and the truth-value of F



, indeed holds a opy of

the truth-bit of the �nal aumulator. It follows that there is at least one a

v;

suh that True(a

v;

) = 1, i.e., suh that the truth value of v (represented by

True(n

v;

) and True(p

v;

)) satis�es . ut

Theorem 2. { SAT is LIN-LOCAL-omplete.

{ PLAN-SAT is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-omplete.

Theorems 1 and 2 imply that:

Corollary 1. Eah LIN-LOCAL or PLAN-LIN-LOCAL problem has a minimal

bijetive desription.

The LIN-LOCAL-hardness of SAT is obtained by a straightforward unfolding

of the universal quanti�er 8x over the universe of the unary struture and is left

to the reader. The proof of the LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-hardness of PLAN-SAT is

tehnially more involved beause the planarity of strutures must be preserved,

despite of the possible ompositions ourring in '. It needs the following lemma,

whose proof is presented in [3℄.

Lemma 1. Any loal sentene 9C 8x ' is logially equivalent to another loal

sentene 9C

0

8x '

0

in CNF whih is omposition-free, i.e., suh that no funtional

omposition ours in '

0

.

Proof (of Theorem 2, sketh). Assume now that ' veri�es Lemma 1, the redu-

tion to PLAN-SAT of a planar loal problem � = (S; �; C; ') over a struture

S = (U ; �) onsists in building a planarity-preserving SAT-gadget of size O(d(x))

to simulate ' around eah element a 2 U of degree d(a) = d

�

(a)+d

+

(a). All the

gadgets are then onneted following the embedding of G(S). In [3℄ we present

a uniform way to build suh a gadget using Lihtenstein's planar rossover-box

for PLAN-SAT [19, 16℄. ut

3 LIN-LOCAL Problems and Cardinality Problems

In this setion, we show that augmenting the loal onstraints by onstraints over

the ardinalities of the unary relations does not hange the lass LIN-LOCAL

in the general ase. This does not seem to hold in the plane.

De�nition 7 (Cardinality Problem). De�ne #C to be the ardinality of a

unary relation C. A ardinality onstraint is a onstraint of the form (#C

i

? K)

or of the form (#C

i

? #C

j

) where C

i

and C

j

are unary relations symbols, K is

a onstant, and ? is a omparison relation among =, �. A ardinality problem is



a problem haraterized by both loal onstraints and ardinality onstraints, i.e.,

by some sentene of the extended form 9C (8x '

1

)^'

2

where '

1

is a quanti�er-

free formula over x, � and C, and '

2

is some Boolean ombination of ardinality

onstraints.

Example 4. A large number of natural NP-omplete problems suh as VERTEX-

COVER, DOMINATING-SET, MAX-SAT, et. [9℄ an be viewed as ardinality

problems. E.g., the vertex-over of a graph with less than K verties an be

onverted into a ardinality problem �

v

= (S

G

; �

v

; C

v

; '

v

), where C

v

=

(Cover; Count), and �

v

is �

G

augmented by one monadi prediate Repr whih

identi�es exatly one element per yle of the funtion next (reall from Exam-

ple 1 that suh a yle represents one vertex of the original graph). Clearly, �

v

is de�ned by 9Cover; Count (#Count � K) ^ 8x:

[Cover(x) _ Cover(edge(x))℄

^ [Cover(x) () Cover(next(x))℄

^ [Count(x) () (Cover(x) ^ Repr(x))℄ :

We give a uniform argument that shows that eah ardinality onstraint is

linearly SAT-expressible. The onstrution essentially uses a linear-sized SAT-

adder that omputes the orret ardinalities. As a onsequene:

Theorem 3. All the ardinality problems are LIN-LOCAL.

Proof (sketh). Let C be a monadi prediate over a universe U = fe

0

; � � � ; e

n�1

g.

The main problem onsists in building a SAT-gadget of size O(n) whih outputs

a list of ` = O(log n) Boolean variables holding the ardinality #C in binary.

W.l.g., assume that n is an exat power of 2, n = 2

`

. Our adder uses a divide-

and-onquer strategy on `+1 levels (numbered from 0 to `): Level 0 onsists of a

list of 2

`

1-bits numbers (X

0

0

; � � � ; X

2

`

�1

0

), namely the bits C(U) themselves. For

any 1 < k � `, level k onsists of 2

`�k

numbers (X

0

k

; � � � ; X

2

`�k

�1

k

), suh that

X

j

k

= X

2j

k�1

+X

2j+1

k�1

. Sine the sum of two numbers of b bits �ts in b+1 bits, eah

number at level k has k + 1 bits. This way, the list of level ` onsists of a single

number X

0

`

of `+ 1 bits holding #C. Enoding all the binary additions with a

arry-propagation sheme takes size and time O(s(n)) where s(n) is the total

number of bits over all levels, and s(n) =

P

`

k=0

(k +1)2

`�k

= O(n) as required.

Finally, it is straightforward to build gadgets of size O(`) to implement the

arithmeti iruits for any omparison ? between any output ardinalities or

onstants. ut

In [16℄, Hunt et al. show that #PLAN-VERTEX-COVER is #P-omplete via

a planarity-preserving and weakly parsimonious redution from 1-EX-MONO-

3SAT to VERTEX-COVER.

6

This problem is parsimoniously DLIN-equivalent

to SAT, even in the plane. Sine Hunt et al.'s redution in [16℄ is also DLIN, this

shows together with Theorem 3:

6

Given a set of monotone 3-lauses (i.e., lists of 3 variables), 1-EX-MONO-3SAT is

the problem of the existene of an assignment that satis�es exatly one variable in

eah 3-lause.
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Fig. 3. The redution from 1-EX-MONO-3SAT to VERTEX-COVER

Theorem 4. { VERTEX-COVER is LIN-LOCAL-omplete.

{ PLAN-VERTEX-COVER is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-hard.

As noted above, Hunt et al.'s redution is only weakly parsimonious. We

improve it to make it parsimonious. This implies:

Theorem 5. UNIQUE-PLAN-VERTEX-COVER is DP-omplete under ran-

domized polynomial redutions.

Proof (sketh). Sine it is known that UNIQUE-PLAN-1-EX-MONO-3SAT is

DP-omplete under randomized polynomial redutions, we only have to give a

parsimonious polynomial redution from PLAN-1-EX-MONO-3SAT to PLAN-

VERTEX-COVER. Further, our redution will be in DLIN. Let I be an input

of PLAN-1-EX-MONO-3SAT with m 3-lauses (and hene 3m ourrenes of

variables). Our output-graph G for PLAN-VERTEX-COVER has 15m verties

and we ask for a over K of ardinality � 8m. Eah variable x in I of degree d

(i.e., ourring d times) has an assoiated even yle e

x

in G of length 4d (i.e.,

4 verties by ourrene), and eah 3-lause r in I has an assoiated triangle t

r

in G. Ourrene-verties are onneted to 3-lause-verties aording to Fig. 3.

The truth-values of the variables a; b;  in I are witnessed by the membership

to K of the orresponding verties a; b;  in G. Simple arguments of ardinality

developed in [3℄ imply the one-to-one orrespondene between the on�gurations

in I and G depited in Fig. 3. ut

4 LIN-PLAN-LOCAL Problems and PLAN-HAMILTON

In this setion, we show that the many variants of the HAMILTON problem

beome LIN-PLAN-LOCAL when restrited to planar instanes.

Theorem 6. PLAN-HAMILTON is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-omplete.

In [1℄, it was proved that all the ited variants of PLAN-HAMILTON are

equivalent under parsimonious DLIN redutions. Thus, to show the LIN-LOCAL-

ITY of all these variants of PLAN-HAMILTON, we only have to �nd a DLIN-

redution from, say, the planar undireted Hamiltonian yle to PLAN-SAT. The



primal vertex

primal edge not in H

primal edge in H

dual vertex (root−face if black)

dual edge not in D

dual edge in D

Fig. 4. A planar Hamiltonian yle

onverse DLIN redution gives us the LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-hardness of PLAN-

HAMILTON and is presented in [1℄ for spae reasons. Sine the latter redution

turns out to be parsimonious, it shows the DP-ompleteness of UNIQUE-PLAN-

HAMILTON and answers a question stated as open in [16℄.

Corollary 2. UNIQUE-PLAN-HAMILTON is DP-omplete under randomized

polynomial redutions.

The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of the LIN-PLAN-LOCALITY

of PLAN-HAMILTON. Note that the problem of the (planar) Hamiltonian par-

tition { i.e., the partition of the verties of a graph into simple disjoint yles { is

easily DLIN-reduible to (PLAN-)SAT. However, in the general ase, SAT does

not seem to be able to detet whether there is only one yle in suh a partition.

We show that it is indeed possible in the plane, using the following fat:

Fat 1 (Jordan Curve Theorem). Any olletion of k disjoint simple losed

urves lying in a plane or a sphere split the surfae into exatly k + 1 maximal

onneted regions.

Let G(V;E) be a onneted planar graph embedded in the plane, and let

G

0

(V

0

; E

0

) be its dual graph. Let H be a Hamiltonian partition in G. H is viewed

as a set of edges. For any set of edges S, de�ne omp(S) to be the number of

maximal onneted omponents in S. Denote by H

0

the set of edges in G

0

that

are dual to H . De�ne D = E

0

nH

0

(see Figs. 4 and 5). The following laim is

an immediate onsequene of Fat 1:

Claim 1. omp(D) = omp(H) + 1.

From now on, an arbitrary outer-fae f

out

is hosen for G. For any yle C,

denote ext(C) (resp. int(C)) the exterior (resp. interior) region of C relative to

f

out

. We say that a yle C

1

of H is a max-yle if C

2

62 ext(C

1

) for any yle

C

2

of H . Similarly, a yle C

1

of H is a min-yle if C

2

62 int(C

1

) for any yle

C

2

of H . It is not diÆult to see (though lengthy to prove) that:

Claim 2. A onneted omponent of D is ayli (i.e.,is a tree) i� it lies:



primal vertex

dual vertex (root face if black)

primal edge not in H

primal edge in H

dual edge in D

dual edge not in D

Fig. 5. A planar Hamiltonian partition into 2 disjoint yles

{ either in the interior of a min-yle,

{ or in the exterior of a max-yle, provided that H has no other max-yle.

The proof of Claim 2 is omitted for spae reasons and is presented in [2℄. (see

Figs. 4 and 5 for an intuition). This gives us a �rst haraterization of planar

Hamiltoniity:

Claim 3. omp(H) = 1 i� D is a forest of exatly two trees.

7

Proof. (=)) : If omp(H) = 1, then let C

1

be the unique yle in H : by Claim

1, D has 2 omponents M

1

and M

2

, lying in int(C

1

) and ext(C

1

) respetively.

Sine C

1

is both a min-yle and the unique max-yle in H , Lemma 2 applies

twie, and M

1

and M

2

are both trees.

((=) : In partiular omp(D) = 2, and by Claim 1, omp(H) = 1. ut

The idea of the redution is to loally oere H to be a Hamiltonian partition

of disjoint yles in the primal graphG while loally onstrainingD to be a forest

of exatly two trees in the dual graph G

0

. While the former task is easy, the only

way one an think of for the latter is to view the trees direted from the leaves

to their roots and loally onstrain eah fae but two (the two root faes) to

selet one adjaent fae for its father in the same omponent of D. However, this

leaves the possibility of generating non-tree parasiti omponents in D (alled

uniyles) that are trees whose roots are onneted in a single iruit. Figure 5

shows suh a uniyle. If uniyles our in D, then H annot be a Hamiltonian

yle, but these omponents are left undeteted by the system of onstraints

desribed above beause uniyles do not have any root. Hopefully, the following

laim relaxes Claim 3 in a way that will allow us to forbid these uniyles.

Claim 4. omp(H) = 1 i� two trees with adjaent roots exist in D.

7

This result is already known in onnetion with the 4-olors theorem, and the two

trees of D are furthermore indued by their sets of verties. Sine this implies that

G

0

is 4-olorable, this motivated a famous onjeture stating that any 3-onneted

ubi planar graph is Hamiltonian. The onjeture was proved false [25, 10℄.



Proof. (=)) : Sine omp(H) = 1, Claim 3 applies and D is a forest of exatly

two treesM

1

andM

2

lying in int(C

1

) and ext(C

1

) resp., where C

1

is the unique

yle of H . We only have to exhibit two adjaent roots r

1

and r

2

: Choose an

arbitrary edge e of C

1

, and let e

0

= (f; g) be its dual edge, suh that f lies in

int(C

1

) and g lies in ext(C

1

). f 2M

1

and g 2M

2

, so we an hoose r

1

= f and

r

2

= g.

((=) : Let M

1

and M

2

be two trees of D of adjaent roots r

1

and r

2

. By

Lemma 2, eah one must lie either in the interior of a min-yle or in the exterior

of the unique max-yle. Suppose omp(H) > 1, then there are two ases:

{ M

1

2 int(C

i

) and M

2

2 int(C

j

) where C

i

and C

j

are disjoint min-yles in

H . Sine G is planar and C

i

and C

j

are disjoint, any path from r

1

to r

2

in

G

0

must ontain an intermediate vertex lying in ext(C

i

) \ ext(C

j

). Hene,

r

1

and r

2

are not adjaent, a ontradition.

{ M

1

2 int(C

i

) and M

2

2 ext(C

j

) where C

i

is a min-yle and C

j

is the

unique max-yle in H . Sine the max-yle is unique, C

i

2 int(C

j

), and

sine omp(H) > 1, we onlude that C

i

6= C

j

. Sine G is a planar onneted

graph and C

i

and C

j

are disjoint, any path from r

1

to r

2

in G

0

ontains a

third vertex lying in ext(C

i

)\ int(C

j

). Hene, r

1

and r

2

are not adjaent, a

ontradition. ut

In [2℄, we show that we do not need to guess r

1

and r

2

beause they an be ho-

sen deterministially in linear time. Assume now r

1

and r

2

are �xed. We give the

DLIN redution from PLAN-HAMILTON to PLAN-SAT ompleting the proof

of the LIN-PLAN-LOCALITY of PLAN-HAMILTON. For the sake of readabil-

ity, we assume that the speial lauses 1=N(`

1

; � � � ; `

d

) and 2=N(`

1

; � � � ; `

d

) {

whih are satis�ed i� exatly one (resp. two) literal among the `

i

(1 � i � d)

are assigned true { are available (these speial lauses are easy to implement

parsimoniously in the plane using standard lauses, as shown in [2℄). Here is the

SAT-system satis�ed i� G is Hamiltonian: (see also Fig. 4):

{ Set of variables: Eah edge e 2 E [ E

0

has an assoiated Boolean variable

thik

e

, asserting that \e 2 H [ D". Eah fae f 2 V

0

of degree d has d

assoiated Boolean variables father

e

0

f

, one for eah edge e

0

= (f; g) 2 E

0

,

asserting that \e

0

2 D and g is the father of f in D".

{ H is a Hamiltonian partition of G: For eah vertex v 2 V of degree d, with

inident edges e

1

; � � � ; e

d

, generate the onstraint 2=N(thik

e

1

; � � � ; thik

e

d

).

{ D equals E

0

� H

0

: For eah edge e 2 E and its dual edge e

0

, generate the

lauses (thik

e

_ thik

e

0

) and (:thik

e

_ :thik

e

0

).

{ Eah fae distint from r

1

and r

2

has exatly one father: For eah fae f 2

V

0

of degree d, f =2 fr

1

; r

2

g, with inident edges e

0

1

; � � � ; e

0

d

, generate the

onstraint 1=N(father

e

0

1

f

; � � � ; father

e

0

d

f

).

{ Both adjaent roots r

1

and r

2

have no father: For eah edge e

0

2 E

0

inident

to a root r 2 fr

1

; r

2

g, generate the unit lause (:father

e

0

r

).

{ D is onsistently direted: For eah edge e

0

= (f; g) 2 E

0

, generate the lauses

(father

e

0

f

=) thik

e

0

), (father

e

0

g

=) thik

e

0

), (thik

e

0

=) father

e

0

f

_

father

e

0

g

), and (:father

e

0

g

_ :father

e

0

f

).



The system is built in time O(jGj+jG

0

j) = O(jGj), inluding the omputation

of the dual graph G

0

, and its orretness is an immediate onsequene of Claims

3 and 4. In [2℄, we show how to embed our SAT-system in the plane for eah

fae of G.

5 Conlusion and Further Researh

In relation to our lass LIN-LOCAL, Lautemann and Weinzinger [18℄ previously

de�ned Monadi-NLIN as the lass of deision problems whose inputs are unary

funtional strutures S and whih are de�ned by some loal sentene 9C 8x ' on

any expanded struture (S; Su) where Su is a list of "ompatible" suessor

funtions. [18℄ proved that the lass Monadi-NLIN is logially robust { sine it is

losed under some logial quanti�er-free redution (whih is DLIN-omputable)

{ and meaningful sine it ontains a number of omplete problems via that

logial redution, inluding SAT, KERNEL, et. However, we think that this

lass annot be viewed as a omplexity lass beause suh a lass should be losed

under some omputational devie, whih is is seemingly not the ase for Monadi-

NLIN. The main interest of our lasses LIN-LOCAL and LIN-PLAN-LOCAL is

their great wealth of omplete problems { under DLIN redutions { some of

whih are surprising. Our most signi�ant and most tehnial result states that

the problem PLAN-HAMILTON is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL, whih means that it is

\essentially loal". We onlude this paper by suggesting further researh related

to our work:

1. Give other logial or algebrai or omputational de�nitions of the lasses

LIN-LOCAL and LIN-PLAN-LOCAL.

2. Prove that HAMILTON is not LIN-LOCAL; That would be a breakthrough

sine it implies both LIN-LOCAL ( NLIN and HAMILTON 62 DLIN whih

yields DLIN 6= NLIN.

3. Give an intrinsi haraterization of the lass of problems DLIN-reduible

to HAMILTON (it inludes interesting NP-omplete problems about trees,

onnetivity, et.).
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